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Editorial

The meaning of home
We realise the importance of home providing a place of relaxation and retreat. 
As a company, we know we are providing something truly fundamental to our 
customers: a home filled with beauty and quality, a place of escape from the 
outside world. 

Innovations to make you feel good
This year, we’re introducing a range of exciting new products that deliver on our 
guiding principles: innovation, design, quality and responsibility. We are able  
to offer solutions to your every need, by developing cutting-edge products that 
suit your lifestyle.

Designed with you in mind
hansgrohe is a brand for life. Whether you are looking for a moment of calm 
or refreshment, every product we make is designed to make your life easier. 
Designed by the award-winning Phoenix Design, our products are not one-
off ideas but comprehensive solutions, designed to become integral to your 
everyday life. It’s this that defines our brand: our focus on you.

Our name is your guarantee 
Always creating the highest quality products defines our approach to 
modern design, manufacturing and performance. ‘Made by Hansgrohe’ 
is your assurance of quality, backed by our five-year guarantee for 
repair, replacement or refund if ever any of our products fail to fulfil those 
high expectations that attracted you to the Hansgrohe name.

Spare parts held for 15 years after  
product discontinuation.

All products carry a minimum  
5 year manufacturing guarantee  
inc. parts and labour.

WITH WATER
beautiful moments

Experience
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Your bathroom is an important room in your home; it is the room where you prepare for 
the day ahead and relax before bed. So whether you're adding an ensuite, updating 
your cloakroom or planning a complete refurbishment, we have everything you need to 
create your desired retreat.

Sit back, have a browse and enjoy seeing your bathroom start to become a reality.
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Innovative technologies that revolutionise your bathroom experience

hansgrohe has always been one of the pioneers and innovation leaders in the sanitary 
industry. We continually push the boundaries and revolutionise what is possible. We don’t just 
optimise designs and materials, but also constantly rethink how they work to suit the needs of 
our customers. Relaxing jet types like PowderRain or groundbreaking installation solutions like 
the iBox Universal 2 are good examples of this. We invite people to come along to enjoy the 
beauty of water with our inventions.

Meticulously designed with you in mind

From the lovingly designed detail to the holistic view of a complete Bathroom: For us, modern 
design embodies more than just one appealing aesthetic. The hansgrohe design unites all product 
lines timeless beauty, functional sophistication and the highest level of craftsmanship. Numerous 
awards confirm our striving for the extraordinary and underline our close collaboration with 
the PHOENIX design studio. We also adhere to our ECO design principles in every product 
development. So that a product looks attractive and is environmentally friendly.

Innovation Design
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Bright, shiny and robust coloured finishes

More colour in the bathroom: Each of the surface finishes are the result of an intense product 
development and a synergy of high-tech and handmade, as the brushed effect is created 
manually. This gives each product a unique texture based on its design. The result? Vibrant taps, 
shower heads and accessories made to the strictest quality standards that fulfil the desire for 
uniqueness in the bathroom teamed with a robust resistance to external factors.

All matt white and matt black products have been finished with two coats of lacquer for increased 
durability. Brushed black chrome, brushed bronze and polished gold optic are plated in a  
PVD (physical vapor deposition) chamber where the molecules are chemically bound onto the 
product surface creating an incredibly hard-wearing surface. Leaving it with a vibrant colour and 
long-lasting finish.

Quality

Express your individuality  
with a choice of six finishes

Matt White (-700) Polished Gold Optic (-990)

Brushed Black Chrome (-340) Matt Black (-670)

Chrome (-000) Brushed Bronze (-140)
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“By 2030, we aim to convert our entire water-bearing 
product range in the hansgrohe and AXOR brands to 
water and energy-saving technologies. In the future, 
they will need to be part of every energy-efficient 
refurbishment and new build. We are committed 
wherever there is a need to tighten emissions-relevant 
screws in the bathroom and kitchen sector.“ 

Hans Jürgen Kalmbach
Chairman of the Executive Board of Hansgrohe SE

*�The�Hansgrohe�Group�defines�“ECO”�as�the�reduction�of�water�and/or�energy�consumption�of�
water-bearing�products�in�use�by�at�least�22�percent�compared�to�the�base�year�2020.

Green. 
Greener. 
ECO 2030.
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£394
savings in water  

and energy costs  

each year

7 trees
could be watered for  

one year with your saving  

of 109,208 litres

*Calculations based on the Pulsify Select S 105 3jet Relaxation EcoSmart 8.2 l/min hand shower

Water-saving 
technologies and  
efficient spray  
modes.

9 out of 10 consumers  
agree that PowderRain offers 
a great showering experience 
- with 40% water 
savings.*

*TRND customer study with 150 testers, July 2022.  

Water savings compared to Hansgrohe average.

During the life cycle of a hand  
shower approximately 1,000 times  
more CO2 is emitted during usage  
than production. Which is why we 
recommend EcoSmart technology.  
It uses up to 40% less water than 
conventional products. 

EcoSmart

Showers with EcoSmart technology use up to 
40% less water than conventional hansgrohe 
showers wi thout EcoSmar t .  Wi th an 
EcoSmart+ shower it saves up to 60%. That 
means: Many overhead and hand showers 
with EcoSmart only consume 8 l/min*, with 
EcoSmart+ only 6 l/min* or even less. This 
technology reduces water and energy costs 
daily and conserves valuable resources. For 
lasting sustainable showering pleasure.

*at 3 bar

Micro-fine droplets that gently and quietly 
envelop the body. Very fine openings on the 
shower head transform the water into 
a delicate cocoon. For sensual showering 
and deep relaxation.

PowderRain
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CoolStart: warm water 
only flows when  
it’s really needed

With CoolStart, only cold water flows when the  

handle is in the central position, so no energy is  

required to heat the water. Turn the handle for  

hot water only using it when needed.

A four-person household that uses a CoolStart tap for 20 minutes 
every day for a year consumes 508 kilowatt-hours less energy 
than it would with a standard tap. 

£109
savings in water  
and energy costs  

each year

508 kWh
less consumption per year

Reduce energy 
consumption

Produce  
less CO2

Save money

50 lbs
less CO2 per year

+ =

CoolStart

 Sustainable water control
hansgrohe thermostats constantly compensate for fluctuations in temperature 
and pressure, for the best shower experience and no waste of water. Let the 
water flow or stop, switch from the hand shower to the overhead shower or 
change the spray mode: With many hansgrohe thermostats, all this can be 
done at the touch of a button. Easy to handle and eco-friendly!

WaterFlowControl

EcoStop

SafetyStop

*Calculations based on the Rebris S Single lever basin mixer 110 CoolStart without waste set
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Your bathroom. Your shower. Your choice.

Your bathroom. Your shower.  
Your choice.

Here’s how to choose the right hansgrohe products for the kind 
of space you want to create. After all, your shower should be 
as individual as you are. Simply select and identify the shower 
configuration you need to achieve the style and set-up you prefer 
together with the quality performance and control you demand.

Hand shower on slide railBath/shower valve with 
hand shower on slide rail

Showerpipe

Step 1 
Where are you installing  
your shower?

Step 2 
What type of valve  
needs installing?

Step 3 
How many outlets  
do you require?
eg. overhead shower,  
hand shower or bath filler

Bath Shower

Exposed ExposedConcealed Concealed

2 outlets 2 outlets 1 outlet 1 outlet2 outlets 2 outlets

Bath fill with Exafill and 
hand shower on slide rail

Overhead showerHand shower on slide rail Overhead shower with  
hand shower holder

Overhead shower with  
hand shower on slide rail 

Exposed valve
Where solid brick walls don’t allow a concealed valve or there is a 
desire to focus more on practicality and function, an exposed valve  
is often the preferred choice.

Concealed valve
Space-saving or sleekly minimalistic, a concealed valve hidden  
behind your tiling or wet wall fulfils the desire for a streamlined 
appearance by masking unattractive pipework or fittings.

Our�valves�explained



Showers

On the following pages is a selection of stunning solutions that have been specially crafted by hansgrohe.  
Each one expresses perfectly the combination of function, performance and experience.  
Please visit your local stockist who will be able to create a bathroom solution specifically to suit your home and your needs.

Shower place products featured

Raindance E overhead shower 300 1jet with shower arm

Raindance Select S hand shower 120 3jet

Shower holder porter E

Isiflex shower hose 125cm

FixFit wall outlet square with non-return valve

ShowerSelect thermostat for concealed installation for 2 functions

AddStoris corner basket

AddStoris bath towel holder

RainDrain Match finish set shower drain 1000

Metropol single lever bath mixer floor standing with lever handle

Wash place products featured

AddStoris toothbrush tumbler

AddStoris double hook

Metropol single level basin mixer 260 with lever handle with push open waste set

	 IMAGINE	A	
BATHROOM	
LIKE	NEVER		
BEFORE.
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Showers

A Raindance shower offers a more expansive shower experience. Every 
model features a large spray disc, for a cocoon of water that surrounds 
you. We call this our XXL Performance. While the experience is always 
enveloping, there’s a variety of different spray types for you to enjoy, so 
you can enjoy your perfect rain shower. It is even a breeze to clean, with 
flexible silicone nozzles that can just be rubbed to remove any limescale 
buildup.

The majority of hansgrohe showers come with an EcoSmart variant, so if 
you are conscious of the environment or if you just want to reduce water 
consumption to save money then we have the shower for you. By choosing 
an EcoSmart product you can reduce water consumption by up to 40%.  
Save Water. Save Money. Save the Planet.

A truly  
beautiful 
experience  
with water

	 	LIFE	IS	WATERFUL Soft voluminous water droplets

Our award-winning Raindance Select hand shower 
features three different spray types including Rain, Whirl 
and RainAir. RainAir mixers air with water making the 
water droplets feel more weighty and voluminous whilst 
using the same amount of water.

Shower hoses that are good enough to drink from 

Made from quality materials that are certified as safe for 
drinking water means that the water you are showering with is 
as unpolluted as it can be. The plastic coating makes for easy 
cleaning and the pivot connectors stop them from tangling. All 
of this in a choice of lengths and colours to suit your bathroom 
requirements.  

Happiness at the touch of a button

The perfect shower control for the whole family.  Whether 
you have young children or someone that finds it hard to 
twist wet shower controls. With this option, you can 
simply push the easily identifiable button for the shower 
type that you require to turn it on and off.
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WhirlRain RainAir

Showers

	 CONCEALED	VALVE	WITH		
OVERHEAD	SHOWER		
AND	SLIDE	RAIL	KIT

Products shown: Raindance 300 overhead and 3jet hand shower, slide rail kit with square valve and Metropol single level basin mixer 260 with lever handle with push open waste set

Raindance 300 overhead and 3jet hand shower, 
slide rail kit with square valve 

Chrome 88101306  £2,324

Brushed Bronze 88101309 £3,403

Brushed Black Chrome 88101310 £3,403

Matt Black 88101307 £3,187

Matt White 88101308 £3,187

Polished Gold Optic 88101311 £3,403

Croma Select 280 overhead and 3jet hand 
shower, slide rail kit with round valve 

Chrome 88101312 £2,103

Brushed Bronze 88101315 £3,071

Brushed Black Chrome 88101316 £3,071

Matt Black 88101313 £2,878

Matt White 88101314 £2,878

Polished Gold Optic 88101336 £,3071
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RainAir

Showers

	 CONCEALED	VALVE	WITH		
OVERHEAD	SHOWER	AND		
HAND	SHOWER	HOLDER

Raindance 300 overhead, baton hand shower  
and porter with square valve

Chrome 88101317 £2,189

Brushed Bronze 88101320 £3,201

Matt Black 88101318 £2,998

Matt White 88101319 £2,998

Croma Select 280 overhead, baton hand shower  
and porter with round valve

Chrome 88101321  £1,930

Brushed Bronze 88101324 £2,812

Matt Black 88101322 £2,636

Matt White 88101323 £2,636

PowderRain

Products shown: Raindance 300 overhead, baton hand shower and porter with square valve, RainDrain Flex finish set shower drain 1000 cuttable  
and XtraStoris Minimalistic wall niche frameless 300/300/100
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WhirlRainAirRain

Showers

Raindance Select E 3jet hand shower, slide rail kit  
and bath filler/waste with square valve 

Chrome 88101325 £1,865

Brushed Bronze 88101328 £2,607

Brushed Black Chrome 88101329 £2,607

Matt Black 88101326 £2,458

Matt White 88101327 £2,458

Polished Gold Optic 88101337 £2,607

Raindance Select S 3jet hand shower, slide rail kit  
and bath filler/waste with round valve 

Chrome 88101330 £1,900

Brushed Bronze 88101333 £2,659

Brushed Black Chrome 88101334 £2,659

Matt Black 88101331 £2,507

Matt White 88101332 £2,507

Polished Gold Optic 88101335 £2,659

	 CONCEALED	VALVE	WITH		
SLIDE	RAIL	KIT	AND		
EXAFILL	BATH	FILLER

Products shown: Product not featured within this brochure - please speak to sales assistant for further information
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WhirlRain

Showers

	 SHOWERPIPES:		
ALL-IN-ONE	SHOWER	SYSTEM

Products shown:  
Raindance Select S showerpipe 240 1jet PowderRain with thermostat and 3jet hand shower,  

Metropol 3-hole basin mixer 160 with lever handles and push-open waste  
and AddStoris toothbrush tumbler

Raindance Select S showerpipe 240 1jet  
PowderRain with thermostat and 3jet hand shower

Chrome 27633000 £1,470

Brushed Bronze 27633140 £2,205

Brushed Black Chrome 27633340 £2,205

Matt Black 27633670 £2,058

Matt White 27633700 £2,058

Polished Gold Optic 27633990 £2,205

PowderRain
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Showers

On the following pages is a selection of stunning solutions that have been specially crafted by hansgrohe.  
Each one expresses perfectly the combination of function, performance and experience.  
Please visit your local stockist who will be able to create a bathroom solution specifically to suit your home and your needs.

Shower place products featured

Shower arm E 39cm

Pulsify E overhead shower 260 1jet

Pulsify E shower set 100 1jet EcoSmart+ with shower bar 90cm

ShowerSelect Comfort E thermostat for concealed installation for 2 functions

FixFit square wall outlet

XtraStoris Individual wall niche with design frame 300/150/100

XtraStoris Individual wall niche with design frame 300/300/100

RainDrain Flex finish set shower drain 1200 cuttable

Wash place products featured

AddStoris toothbrush tumbler

AddStoris liquid soap dispenser

AddStoris single robe hook

Metropol single level basin mixer 260 with lever handle with push open waste set

Flowstar S bottle trap

Xarita E mirror with LED lights 1600/50 capacitive touch sensor

	 BRING	YOUR	
DREAM	
BATHROOM		
TO	LIFE.
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Superior showering, with a few little extras

We pride ourselves on making small changes that 
make a big difference. The Puro E shower rail twists so 
that you can point the shower in the direction that you 
need it. You can also adjust the height by simply sliding 
it up and down and fixing it securely in place with its 
locking mechanism.

Showers

No matter what size bathroom you have the XXL performance of the 
shower head means that it envelopes you with water delivering the perfect 
shower to ensure you can start the day fresh in the morning and relaxed in 
the evening. It is even a breeze to clean, with flexible silicone nozzles that 
can just be rubbed to remove any limescale buildup.

The compact Pulsify system can be integrated into any bathroom, and you 
can choose from a variety of designs and surfaces to suit your style. With 
timeless aesthetics, the highest quality and intelligently integrated shelves, 
Pulsify will be a long-lasting source of pleasure – and it sets the standard 
in terms of sustainability too. By choosing a product variant with EcoSmart 
technology, you will use up to 40% less water than with standard products.

A unique shower  
experience for 
every bathroom 
size

Happiness at the touch of a button

ShowerSelect Comfort features a high quality design and allows for 
convenient water control. Simply turn the shower on and off by pressing 
on the paddle, you can even define the flow of water by turning the 
control.

Not only does this control look great with its flat, space-saving 
appearance, but it also has additional safety technologies that make it 
perfect for the whole family. The thermostatic elements mean that the 
casing will never be hot to touch and the safety stop prevents children 
from being able to turn the control above 40ºC.

It’s all about style – your style

Round or square? You decide! With Pulsify S and 
Pulsify E, you can individualise the look of your 
bathroom and enjoy a unique shower experience in its 
most beautiful form – both designs are fully adjustable 
and can be tilted to an angle that suits your needs, this 
also aids the fast drain function which allows water to 
drain out the back of the shower when it is off to 
prevent limescale buildup.

	 	FEEL	PULSIFIED
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IntenseRainMassage

Showers

	 CONCEALED	VALVE	WITH		
OVERHEAD	SHOWER		
AND	SLIDE	RAIL	KIT

Products shown: Pulsify 260 overhead and 3jet Relaxation hand shower, slide rail kit with round valve, WallStoris accessories and AddStoris bath towel holder

Pulsify 260 overhead and 3jet Relaxation  
hand shower, slide rail kit with square valve  

Chrome 88101286 £1,858

Brushed Bronze 88101287  £2,711

Matt Black 88101288 £2,508

Matt White 88101289  £2,508

Pulsify 260 overhead and 3jet Relaxation  
hand shower, slide rail kit with round valve 

Chrome 88101338 £1,892

Brushed Bronze 88101339 £2,764

Matt Black 88101341 £2,590

Matt White 88101340 £2,590

PowderRain
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Showers

	 CONCEALED	VALVE	WITH		
OVERHEAD	SHOWER	AND		
HAND	SHOWER	HOLDER

Pulsify 260 overhead, baton hand shower  
and porter with square valve

Chrome 88101290 £1,733

Brushed Bronze 88101293 £2,526

Matt Black 88101291 £2,335

Matt White 88101292  £2,335

Pulsify 260 overhead, baton hand shower  
and porter with round valve

Chrome 88101294 £1,793

Brushed Bronze 88101297 £2,616

Matt Black 88101295 £2,451

Matt White 88101296 £2,451

PowderRain

Products shown: Product not featured within this brochure - please speak to sales assistant for further information
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Massage IntenseRain

Showers

Pulsify 3jet Relaxation hand shower,  
slide rail kit and bath filler/waste  
with square valve 

Chrome 88101298 £1,812

Brushed Bronze 88101301 £2,535

Matt Black 88101299 £2,389

Matt White 88101300  £2,389

Pulsify 3jet Relaxation hand shower,  
slide rail kit and bath filler/waste  
with round valve 

Chrome 88101302 £1,815

Brushed Bronze 88101305 £2,539

Matt Black 88101303 £2,394

Matt White 88101304  £2,394

PowderRain

	 CONCEALED	VALVE	WITH		
SLIDE	RAIL	KIT	AND		
EXAFILL	BATH	FILLER

Products shown: Product not featured within this brochure - please speak to sales assistant for further information
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Massage IntenseRainPowderRain

Showers

	 SHOWERPIPES:		
ALL-IN-ONE	SHOWER	SYSTEM

Products shown: Pulsify S Showerpipe 260 1jet with ShowerTablet Select 400 and 3jet hand shower  
and XtraStoris Minimalistic wall niche frameless 300/300/100

Pulsify S Showerpipe 260 1jet with 
ShowerTablet Select 400 and 3jet hand shower

Chrome 24220000 £960

Brushed Bronze 24220140 £1,440

Matt Black 24220670 £1,330

Matt White 24220700 £1,330
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Showers

On the following pages is a selection of stunning solutions that have been specially crafted by hansgrohe.  
Each one expresses perfectly the combination of function, performance and experience.  
Please visit your local stockist who will be able to create a bathroom solution specifically to suit your home and your needs.

	 MAXIMUM	
DESIGN	
WITHOUT	
BREAKING		
THE	BANK.

Shower place products featured

Croma Select S showerpipe 280 1jet with thermostat and hand shower Raindance Select S 120 3jet

RainDrain Compact complete set shower drain 900

AddStoris corner basket

Wash place products featured

AddStoris soap dish

Talis E single lever basin mixer 150 with pop-up waste

Flowstar S bottle trap
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Showers

Simply Select the spray type to suit your 
needs with a simple-to-use button

The unique hansgrohe Select button on your shower or 
mixer can be used to vary spray patterns with a simple 
touch. As the technology behind Select is purely 
mechanical, you can be confident of lasting reliability 
and ease of operation day in and day out.

There are a variety of spray patterns available to suit 
the shower requirements, both Massage and Whirl 
offer an invigorating spray, perfect for washing away 
the stress of the day and rinsing out shampoo. Or if you 
prefer a lighter shower with fine water droplets then 
PowderRain is the ideal solution.

The thermostatic control avoids temperature changes to the water whilst in 
use, it is just as important to ensure that the valve is safe to touch at all 
times when it is being used by a variety of ages. Features such as 
CoolContact incorporated into many hansgrohe showers means that the 
exterior stays cool as the cold water inside the unit is directed straight to 
the surface.

The all-rounder  
for the modern  
family  
bathroom

Comfort and convenience right at your fingertips

The beautifully designed Ecostat shower control comes in two different 
design variants to suit your bathroom aesthetics. Whether you prefer a 
square or round design we have a control to match your bathroom 
requirements. 

Simply switch between functionality, or adjust the temperature by 
turning the control. The added functionality of the safety stop will 
prevent anyone from going above 40ºC, perfect for family bathrooms.

Big performance, great experience 

No matter what size bathroom you have the XXL 
performance of the shower head means that it 
envelopes you with water delivering the perfect shower 
to ensure you can start the day fresh in the morning 
and relaxed in the evening. It is even a breeze to clean, 
with flexible silicone nozzles that can just be rubbed to 
remove any limescale buildup.

	 	GREAT	DESIGN.	GREAT	VALUE.
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Showers

Croma Select 180 overhead and 3jet hand 
shower, slide rail kit with softcube valve 

White/chrome 88101280 £1,604

Croma Select 180 overhead and 3jet hand 
shower, slide rail kit with round valve 

White/chrome 88101281 £1,604

	 CONCEALED	VALVE	WITH		
OVERHEAD	SHOWER		
AND	SLIDE	RAIL	KIT

Products shown: Product not featured within this brochure - please speak to sales assistant for further information

IntenseRain TurboRainRain
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Showers

Croma Select 180 overhead, baton hand shower 
and porter with softcube valve

Chrome 88101283  £1,578

Croma Select 180 overhead, baton hand shower 
and porter with round valve

White/chrome 88101282  £1,575

	 CONCEALED	VALVE	WITH		
OVERHEAD	SHOWER	AND		
HAND	SHOWER	HOLDER

Products shown: Product not featured within this brochure - please speak to sales assistant for further information

PowderRain IntenseRainRain
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Showers

Croma Select 3jet hand shower, slide rail kit  
and bath filler/waste with softcube valve 

White/chrome 88101284  £1,506

Croma Select 3jet hand shower, slide rail kit  
and bath filler/waste with round valve 

White/chrome 88101285 £1,480

Products shown: Croma Select 3jet hand shower, slide rail kit and bath filler/waste with softcube valve

	 CONCEALED	VALVE	WITH		
SLIDE	RAIL	KIT	AND		
EXAFILL	BATH	FILLER

IntenseRain TurboRainRain
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RainRainAirMassageIntenseRain

Showers

Croma Select S EcoSmart showerpipe 280 1jet  
with thermostat and 3jet hand shower

Chrome 26794000 £1,150

Croma Select S showerpipe 280 1jet  
with thermostat and hand shower  
Raindance Select S 120 3jet

Brushed Bronze 26890140 £1,730

Brushed Black Chrome 26890340 £1,730

Matt Black 26890670 £1,610

Matt White 26890700 £1,610

Polished Gold Optic 26890990 £1,730

	 SHOWERPIPES:		
ALL-IN-ONE	SHOWER	SYSTEM

Products shown: Croma Select S showerpipe 280 1jet with thermostat

SoftRain Whirl
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54 55Please visit hansgrohe.co.uk for the complete AddStoris collection

Bathroom AddStoris

Do you love it when everything around you looks as if it came 
from a single source? Even all the different things you use in the 
bathroom every day? From toothbrushes and toothpaste to soaps 
and flannels, from perfumes and creams to razors and shaving 
foams. Where can all these essential products find a suitable 
storage spot that’s also aesthetically satisfying? 

AddStoris is the simplest answer. With an extensive range of 
accessories in six different surface colours, its flat minimalist 
design meets all those storage needs as well as matching your 
bathroom design to create a welcome oasis of wellbeing. From 
tissue boxes to shaving mirrors, AddStoris blends everything into 
your design in a beautifully unobtrusive and uncluttered fashion.

Everything is always beautiful  
    and within reach

ADDSTORIS

Holistic bathroom 
design with  

stylish 
 accessories  
in six colours.

AddStoris 
Double hook

Chrome 41755000 £27

Brushed Bronze 41755140 £41

Brushed Black Chrome 41755340 £41

Matt Black 41755670 £38

Matt White 41755700 £38

Polished Gold Optic 41755990 £41

AddStoris 
Liquid soap dispenser

Chrome 41745000 £61

Brushed Bronze 41745140 £91

Brushed Black Chrome 41745340 £91

Matt Black 41745670 £85

Matt White 41745700 £85

Polished Gold Optic 41745990 £91

AddStoris 
Roll holder with shelf 

Chrome 41772000 £59

Brushed Bronze 41772140 £89

Brushed Black Chrome 41772340 £89

Matt Black 41772670 £83

Matt White 41772700 £83

Polished Gold Optic 41772990 £89

AddStoris 
Soap dish

Chrome 41746000 £44

Brushed Bronze 41746140 £66

Brushed Black Chrome 41746340 £66

Matt Black 41746670 £62

Matt White 41746700 £62

Polished Gold Optic 41746990 £66

AddStoris 
Roll holder with cover

Chrome 41753000 £69

Brushed Bronze 41753140 £104

Brushed Black Chrome 41753340 £104

Matt Black 41753670 £97

Matt White 41753700 £97

Polished Gold Optic 41753990 £104

AddStoris 
Towel ring

Chrome 41754000 £44

Brushed Bronze 41754140 £66

Brushed Black Chrome 41754340 £66

Matt Black 41754670 £62

Matt White 41754700 £62

Polished Gold Optic 41754990 £66

AddStoris 
Toothbrush tumbler

Chrome 41749000 £44

Brushed Bronze 41749140 £66

Brushed Black Chrome 41749340 £66

Matt Black 41749670 £62

Matt White 41749700 £62

Polished Gold Optic 41749990 £66

AddStoris 
Roll holder without cover 

Chrome 41771000 £49

Brushed Bronze 41771140 £73

Brushed Black Chrome 41771340 £73

Matt Black 41771670 £69

Matt White 41771700 £69

Polished Gold Optic 41771990 £73

AddStoris 
Towel holder twin-handle

Chrome 41770000 £70

Brushed Bronze 41770140 £105

Brushed Black Chrome 41770340 £105

Matt Black 41770670 £98

Matt White 41770700 £98

Polished Gold Optic 41770990 £105
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Bathroom AddStoris

AddStoris 
Bath towel rail

Chrome 41747000 £70

Brushed Bronze 41747140 £105

Brushed Black Chrome 41747340 £105

Matt Black 41747670 £98

Matt White 41747700 £98

Polished Gold Optic 41747990 £105

AddStoris 
Double bath towel rail

Chrome 41743000 £93

Brushed Bronze 41743140 £140

Brushed Black Chrome 41743340 £140

Matt Black 41743670 £130

Matt White 41743700 £130

Polished Gold Optic 41743990 £140

AddStoris 
Corner basket

Chrome 41741000 £50

Brushed Bronze 41741140 £75

Brushed Black Chrome 41741340 £75

Matt Black 41741670 £70

Matt White 41741700 £70

Polished Gold Optic 41741990 £75

AddStoris 
Shaving mirror

Chrome 41791000 £104

Brushed Bronze 41791140 £223

Brushed Black Chrome 41791340 £223

Matt Black 41791670 £146

Matt White 41791700 £146

Polished Gold Optic 41791990 £223

AddStoris 
Toilet brush holder wall-mounted

Chrome 41752000 £61

Brushed Bronze 41752140 £91

Brushed Black Chrome 41752340 £91

Matt Black 41752670 £85

Matt White 41752700 £85

Polished Gold Optic 41752990 £91

Bathroom sets
The extensive range of AddStoris 
accessories also come in  
pre-selected product sets for your 
convenience, helping you complete  
your bathroom project.

Master Bathroom Pack
Pack consists of:
• Double hook 
• Towel ring 
• Toilet roll holder without cover
• Toilet brush holder wall mounted
• Liquid soap dispenser
• Toothbrush tumbler

Chrome 88102331 £286

Matt Black 88102332 £400

Cloakroom Pack
Pack consists of:
• Towel ring
• Toilet roll holder without cover
• Soap dish 
 

Chrome 88102294 £137

Matt Black 88102295 £192
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We don’t just keep up with technology - we pioneer it.

Our innovative technologies are all about performance. To enhance the beauty 
of water and every aspect of your enjoyment. From the big picture to the smallest 
detail, we welcome every opportunity to enhance your showering experience by 
integrating technical innovation wherever and whenever it will function best. The 
icons are here to introduce you to the latest hansgrohe advances. They are your 
guide to discovering just how much hansgrohe can enhance your comfort and 
enjoyment in the bathroom.

Technology

Technologies

Spray modes

Eco 
Smart+ 

Use the Select button to  
switch between spray modes  
or shower heads.

Relaxing, micro-fine droplets 
that softly and silently  
cocoon the body. For  
sensual showering.

Remove limescale deposits  
quickly and easily with  
flexible silicone nozzles.

Easy water control: with
the control dial the water
flow can be adjusted easily.

Full shower rain enriched with 
air that pampers day after day. 
Perfect for rinsing hair.

Mixers and showers use  
up to 40% less water than 
conventional products.

Invigorating and energy-saving 
showering indulgence with full 
shower rain designed to 
thoroughly rinse out shampoo.

With the adjustable shower 
head, the water jet can be 
adjusted individually.

When the handle is in the  
neutral position, cold water  
flows automatically.

Invigorating shower rain that 
offers powerful refreshment.  
Just what is needed in the 
mornings or after exercise.

Mixers and showers use
up to 60% less water than
conventional products.

Powerful, stimulating water 
sprays that wash away  
tiredness and leave people 
feeling fighting fit.

Evenly distributes the water  
over the large spray face to 
envelope the whole body.

Concentrated massage  
spray that helps to nicely  
wash away everyday  
tensions.

CoolContact prevents the 
thermostatic mixer from  
getting too hot and prevents 
painful scalding.

Invigorating, concentrated  
spray for the home spa that 
allows the day’s stresses to 
simply drain off.

Caressing water sprays that 
gently swirl around the body.  
An act of kindness for the skin, 
mind and soul.

The shower’s quick emptying 
function reduces the dripping 
time after showering.

Constant water temperature
with integrated control that 
monitors the water temperature 
and reacts to pressure changes.

Safety lock at over 40°C
A temperature limitation that 
ensures safe showering  
pleasure at all times.

Enriching water with air  
produces plump droplets for  
a velvety touch on the skin.

Full shower rain with droplets 
enriched with air for soft yet 
efficient and indulgent 
showering.

With just one hand the shower 
holder can be freely adjusted  
in height.



Hansgrohe Customer Service

For technical enquiries, our experts will be happy to assist you with their extensive knowledge of the entire 
hansgrohe product range. Service and replacement parts are delivered in the fastest possible manner. 

Service hours:  
Monday - Friday: 9am - 5pm  

Trade Helpline: 01926 242300  
Enquiries: customerservices@hansgrohe.co.uk 

Hansgrohe Limited - Unit 2 - Edgehill Drive - Tournament Fields 
Warwick - CV34 6XQ - Telephone 01926 242300
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Want to find out more? Register online and you’ll always be the first to know  
about what’s new from hansgrohe. We look forward to seeing you! 
www.hansgrohe.co.uk/register




